Virtual Mobility for student - Call 2022
UNITA - Universitas Montium

Deadline July, 4th 2022

IMPORTANT NOTE

This is a courtesy translation of relevant sections of the official call UNITA Virtual Mobility 2022-23 available in Italian: contact your Buddy student for assistance in reading the call.

UNITA and international mobility office - unita.students@unito.it
Virtual mobility call 2022/23

Aims and main features

227 positions available for Virtual Mobility in 1st or 2nd semester a.y. 2022-23

Selected students can:

• Join online courses offered by the 5 Universities of the Alliance UNITA – Universitas Montium
• Pass the final exam of the selected course
• Obtain the ECTS credits provided by the course

This call does not allow physical mobility nor funding/contributions to selected students
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Participation requirements

1 – **Registration at the University of Turin**, in a first cycle (Undergraduate), second cycle (Postgraduate), third cycle (PhD) degree programme, according to the requirements for every single course as listed in the [UNITA Digital Course Catalogue](https://www.unita.it) available online.

2 – **Suitable activities available in your career plan**, such as:
   - **Courses consistent** with the course you will join in your Virtual Mobility
   - **Optional ECTS** («Crediti a scelta»)
   - **Activities not provided in your degree plan** (So-called additional exams, “esami in sovrannumero”), if your Degree programme allows them (Please, ask for information to your Segreteria didattica before applying)

3 – **Language knowledge and curricular requirements**, according to the requirements for every single course as listed in the [UNITA Digital Course Catalogue](https://www.unita.it).
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Recognition of ECTS credits

In order to recognize the ECTS obtained during the Virtual Mobility, selected students are required to:

1. **agree the activities** to be recognized with the [Coordinator for International Mobility of your degree programme](#)
2. **check if in the career plan** a suitable activity (See slide 3) is mentioned for recognition and eventually modify the career plan in order to insert such an activity.
3. **fill in and sign** the [Learning Agreement for Studies](#) before starting the Virtual Mobility, and obtain the signature by the [Coordinator for International Mobility of your degree programme](#)

After the Virtual Mobility, participants must provide the [Learning agreement – section After the mobility](#) duly filled in and signed, and fill in the UNITA online survey, whose link will be provided.
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Application

Application opens on 20th June 2022.

Students can select only one course in the **UNITA Digital Course Catalogue**.

Applications must be **submitted online** through **MyUnito** platform, by logging in and selecting the menu “Iscrizioni” and the section “Bandi di Mobilità Internazionale” and then “**UNITA Virtual Mobility a.a. 2022/2023**”.

**ATTENTION:** the application is valid only after candidates confirmed the registration and printed the final application form Pdf. Application in draft mode or not complete will not be accepted.

For assistance on the application procedure please contact your Buddy student.

For any technical problems with the platform contact **unita.students@unito.it**.
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Deadline for application

The deadline for application is 4th July 2022 at 12.00pm (CET).

Applications submitted after the deadline will not be accepted for any reasons.
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Evaluation criteria (Art. 6)

Maximum 100 points, composed by:

A - Academic results (Maximum 70 points) according to your student status and the exams registered in your career by 30/04/2022:

1. Students enrolled in a first cycle, second cycle, single cycle degree programme:
   A1. Evaluation of weighted average mark
   A2. Evaluation of ECTS registered

2. PhD Students
   Points assigned according to latest graduation mark.

B – Additional points (Maximum 30) to participants with fewer opportunities:
disability (corresponding to at least 50%), refugee status, subsidiary protection, displaced persons, careleavers (art. 1, comma 250, Italian Law 205/2017), students endowed with EDISU scholarship, parents endowed with disability pension, war orphans, civilian blind, disabled men of the war, work, civil service and their sons and daughters.

➢ Candidates with disability and/or specific learning disability must send the relevant disability certification to ufficio.disabili@unito.it or ufficio.dsa@unito.it before the deadline of the call.

➢ Candidates with refugee status, subsidiary protection, displaced person status must send their residence permit to unita.students@unito.it before the deadline of the call.
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Final ranking acceptance

The final ranking will be available in the UNITA Virtual Mobility webpage by 15th July 2022 and will be valid for the whole Academic Year 2022-23.

Selected students must accept or refuse the position within 4 days after the ranking is published.
In case of selected students do not accept within 4 days, the position will be assigned to other candidates in the waiting list.

The Virtual Mobility must be confirmed by the partner University virtually hosting the student.

The selected student will be required to provide the Learning Agreement for Studies duly filled in and signed by the Coordinator for International Mobility of your degree programme.
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Link to the call 2022:
https://www.unito.it/internazionalita/unita-universitas-montium/unita-virtual-mobility

Information contact: unita.students@unito.it